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BETEX Self-centering hydraulic puller HSP
BETEX HSP self-centering 2/3 ARM PULLER with integrated pump and cylinder in practical PE case
● Compact, ergonomic design, easily operated by one person!

Practical:
Self-centering, easy to convert, 2-arm or 3-arm puller. The arms slide inwards or outwards simultaneously.

Compact:
The self contained hydraulic pump and cylinder save space, as you don’t need a separate hose, pump or
cylinder.

Strong:
The harder the force, the tighter the jaws grip. The arms cannot bend or deflect.

Economical:
2/3-arm combination puller, 2 pullers for the price of one, including integrated pump and cylinder!

Safe:
The integral safety release valve prevents overloading and ensures that you will never exceed the maximum
power capacity.

Versatile:
Various accessories are available. Sets are supplied in practical PE case and consist of a puller block,
connecting rods and a set of bearing splitters.

Advantages of self-centering pullers:[ul2]Prevents damage to shaft and object being pulled.
● Efficient and saves time.
● Can be used in any position.
● Adaptors included

Characteristics
Series: HSP

Description Article

791500 Hydraulic puller HSP 43 4 tons self-centering 13297253
794500 Hydraulic Puller HSP 123 12 tons self-centering 23330577

796500 Hydraulic puller HSP 203 20 tons self-centering 13297263
797500 Hydraulic puller HSP 303 30 tons self-centering 13297266

Hydraulic puller HSP 83 8T 793500 13204848
Hydraulic puller HSP 63 6T 792500 13024708
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